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Fashion giants Ralph Lauren Corp. and Kering's Gucci have announced major contributions to fighting the spread of
the COVID-19 coronavirus, joining a slew of luxury marketers in France, Italy, United Kingdom, Switzerland and the
United States who have dug deep into their pockets.

The Ralph Lauren Corporation foundation is committing $10 million toward COVID-19 relief. Gucci has earmarked
$2.2 million to two separate crowdfunding campaigns geared to helping Italian authorities and the World Health
Organization combat the coronavirus' spread.

"This pandemic calls us to an unexpected task, but it is  a call to which we respond decisively, advocating the
selfless work being carried out by health professionals, doctors and nurses who are working on the front lines to
help those affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus, particularly in our home country of Italy and around the
world," said Gucci CEO Marco Bizzarri and creative director Alessandro Michele in a public letter.

"By supporting one another, and aiding those among us who are most vulnerable, we will be able to work through
and rise above this crisis, even more united than before," the duo said.

"In response to the outbreak, in addition to donations made by our group Kering to organizations in China, Italy and
Francewe have decided to launch two crowd-fundraising campaigns with a further donation of 2 million euros: 1
million euros to support the valiant efforts of the National Civil Protection Department in Italy in partnership with
Intesa Sanpaolo; and, the other 1 million euros to the COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund in support of the World
Health Organization, through a matching campaign with Facebook.

"From tomorrow, we will also be dedicating our Gucci social media feeds to public service announcements by the
World Health Organization to help protect the health, safety and wellbeing of all."

Gucci will allow consumers to contribute to these crowd-fundraising campaigns by donating on gucci.forfunding.it
or through the "donate" feature via the IG stories on https://www.instagram.com/Gucci/.
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Gucci promotion for COVID-19 relief. Image courtesy of Gucci

Spreading the relief
Ralph Lauren has been equally generous in its contributions. Its  funds will:

Offer financial grants through the Emergency Assistance Foundation for Ralph Lauren employees facing
special circumstances such as medical, eldercare or childcare needs

Contribute to the World Health Organization's COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund, which is a global effort
supporting countries to prevent, detect and respond to the pandemic

Build on Ralph Lauren's 20-year support to cancer care through its Pink Pony Fund by supporting the
organization's network of institutions that are caring for people with cancer who are especially vulnerable at
this time

Commit an inaugural gift to the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA)/Vogue Fashion Fund for
COVID-19 relief to support the U.S. fashion community affected by the pandemic



 

Ralph Lauren's  call to arms  as  the world grapples  with the COVID-19 coronavirus  outbreak. Image credit: Ralph Lauren

Ralph Lauren is also working to assess the need and technical requirements for medical-grade materials such as
masks and isolation gowns that guard against virus transmission, the New York-based company said.

The company will support efforts to produce this equipment with capacity, materials and production.

Ralph Lauren has shuttered its stores and warehouses as the fight against COVID-19 continues. It is  accepting orders
through its online operations and the mobile app, although fulfillment will be delayed.

"We have also taken additional steps to protect our teams in other areas of our business, like freezing all travel,
instituting work-from-home policies, enforcing social distancing, deploying extra deep cleanings in all locations,
and initiating staggered work schedules in our distribution centers," the company said in a statement.
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